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Congratulations, Donald! Hold out against 

Saboteurs and Billionaires! 

November 2016 

 
These congratulations to the President elect of the USA (and thus, as we are citizens of a 
vasall- or rather client state of the USA, nolentes volentes to our Emperor in the sense of the 
Imperium Romanum, which was structured exactly like the NATO is today, not like the USA), 
whose election makes the US-megacapital as well as all their watchdogs mad, is meant most 
honestly. For thanks to this outcome, we – and together with us everybody living in Germany 
or in the adjoining countries, independent from sex, age and political opinion – shall live 
considerably longer than about 2-3 years, or at least we shall have a drastically greater chance 
to do so. 

How come? 

Very simple: Hilary Clinton means war against Russia, its destruction and occupation 
according to the model of Iraq, and thus the rounding off of absolute American world rule, 
and this to the detriment of the Europeans. (Hilary already boasted, the destruction of 
Libya was her work, because as a Foreign Minister she could extort from  Russia to let Libya 
down.) For the US plan is targeted at the nuclear destruction of rest-Russia from bases in 
Romania and the Baltic states – there are enough pretextes already, and, after all, what do 
“we” have the press for?! - ,while the headquarters controlling the missiles stationed there and 
in the former GDR are located in former Western Germany. Russia, when stroken by a 
deadly blow, will unfortunately not be able to fire back at the aggressor at an efficiently 
deterrent scale as to discourage the latter from attacking – the latter’s antiballistic missile 
defence is too effective, their advantage from firing the first blow is too big for that - , but 
certainly Russia will be able to fire at the USA’s wilful servants, who, in this case, will have 
deserved to die. (Unfortunately, just like the surviving members of the German Communist 
Party during the Third Reich, that was the target of so many conventional bombs, we are 
sitting right among them and cannot play the role of  “war refugees”.) But this is still not all 
of it. 

The US nuclear missiles are conceived as offensive weapons, the Russian ones only have the 
function of deterrence. That means: the latters’ constructors do not need to consider holding 
nuclear contamination as low as possible or hitting their targets as accurately as possible – 
those missiles have a larger explosive force instead – as those weapons are just meant for 
killing aggressors, not for allowing the subsequent occupation of the attacked countries. This 
is the reason why the Russians never needed and still do not need to construct neutron 
bombs, which almost exclusively kill living beings (“vapourize them”), but leave 
comparatively few nuclear contamination behind and occasion only limited material damage. 
If the Russians under attack, who, for instance, to the aggressors’ annoyance, wished to stay 
the owners of their country, hit back with their classical nuclear bombs on to the heads of the 
wilful servants, because they are not able to hit the latters’ masters, all of us will be “in for it”, 
no matter whether the imaginative power of the dumb masses again is as poor as it was before 
the Second World War or not, and we do not want to share this fate. This is why we are glad 
about the fact that the election of Trump has saved us  in the nick of time, in any case  
procured us a respite, even if the vast numbers of wilful idiots guided by the press are now 
totally depressed about not being soon the victims of nuclear contamination and being  burnt  
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by atomic bombs for the only purpose that the masters of the US trusts will have to have no 
more  inhibitions whatsoever  and gathered even more wealth. 

   The scenario illustrated above was and still is Hilary Clintons plan and that of the most 
aggressive (and the largest) part of the US megacapital behind her; it was planned to be 
carried through quickly, before Russia should be able to recover a bit and could thus be able 
to even bring about three or four American Hiroshimas instead of one or two at the most, as it 
would be today, during its destruction and subsequent occupation and subjugation, N-bombs 
make it possible, after all. This, together with the prospect of further pauperization, which did 
set in quite massively throughout the USA already, made the more intelligent, for at the same 
time poorer and more press-resistant half of the US American people elect Donald Trump. 
The billionaires and the world press in their possession or under their control were foaming 
with wrath – they simply had not regarded the American people, whose minds had been 
dulled so successfully and forcibly during centuries, as being so clever. It is good and almost 
a miracle, that there was no electoral fraud. 

   Trump does possess quite a lot of money as a  building contractor, just as shortly after their 
emancipation in Germany and France also some few Jews, quite to the great annoyance of the 
Christians – otherwise he would certainly not be  able to survive the smear campaigns raging 
– something absolutely unprecedented in US history – on an international scale right from the 
very first second of his candidacy, against him. But what is more important in this matter: as a 
building contractor he depends on the American domestic market  in the first place, and 
secondly, serious and widespread mass pauperization will not help him, otherwise the 
recession on this market would be massive. This allows him to preserve some sense for the 
national dignity of peoples different from his own, too, as well as for the injustice in their 
being slaughtered and subjugated (“Putin-understander”, which in our liars’ press is supposed 
to be an abusive name; similarly, the “Völkischer Beobachter” might have written about 
“Jew-understanders”). 

   As to the international  US capital, for which Clinton stands, the opposite is true: they do 
not care a bit about the pauperization of their own people, they hate the Europeans, to whom 
the many sacrifices of their late workers’ movement often have brought a more decent living, 
which now finally is to be flushed away, as “bad example” for their own people (but they also 
despise the Europeans, and they do so rightly), and every further conquest of, for instance, 
rest-Arabia, Russia or China makes them even wealthier and their position stronger. This 
explains their and therefore Clinton’s policy and strategy. 

The US american people has set a temporary obstacle to this by their resistance to the media, 
proven for the first time and not at all shared by the European servile peoples. Well done, 
unpropertied people of America and holders of small properties, let us get talking to each 
other! Your President and our nolens-volens-Emperor Donald will need a lot of  steadfastness 
and luck against your mega capital and their daily press smear campaigns – we wish him that 
already from quite egoistic motifs, because we do not want to become the literal Holocaust 
victims of this mega capital (as well as you also don’t wish to thus fall victim to them nor 
pauperize). There once was a parallel to this situation in Roman history in the person of 
Emperor Julian, who, after long generations of Christian terror and extra privileges, 
reinstalled the freedom of religion and allowed the Jews after about 300 years of suppression 
to rebuild their temple: the Christian Church, firmly installed and growing rampant fumed and 
foamed and finally hunted him down (and burnt the first constructions of the new temple 
down again). Guard your new President, so that he will have a better fate! (And you and us, 
too.) 


